This water feature only flows after rain, but it is a great example of local karst terrain. Carved through limestone rock, this place is a unique spot to observe local geology safely from the boardwalk.

At the very top of the hill is a great place to take a break, and the views will make you happy to be awake. This overlook allows you to see into the great beyond & even another Parklands park of which you may be fond.

Head down the hill as it winds and weaves. Look up at the trees and enjoy their leaves. Once you get to the bottom, you may need a space to sit, so find this circular area with trees and benches only partially sunlit.

As you continue on the Loop, you'll see many sights, but only one as expansive in all its might. This grassy green area is open and lush, it's a great place to gather and get away from the rush.